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1.0 SUMMARY 

The Hyland project is made up of 500 mineral claims located approximately 68 kilometres northeast of 
Watson Lake, Yukon Territory. The property surrounds the area of the Hyland gold deposit. The 
Hyland gold deposit is sediment-hosted, with possible reserves of 6.75 million tonnes grading 2.0 g/t 
gold. The Hyland Property also adjoins the McMillan Property which hosts manto-like massive 
sulphide deposits. The McMillan deposit reserves are estimated at 1.1 million tonnes at 8.5% zinc, 
4.1% lead and 62 g/t silver. 

The 19% exploration program included a first pass on the new HL 1-84 Claims which were staked 
adjoining the north side of the VER Claims in the winter of 1996. This work consisted of soil sampling 
on wide spaced lines as well as 1:20,000 scale geological mapping and rock sampling. As well, a deep 
soil sampling program using a power auger sampling tool was conducted in an area south of the 
Hyland Gold Deposit, on the VER Claims. 

The HL Claims are underlain by similar rocks to those exposed to the south on the VFiR Claims and in 
the area of the Hyland Gold Deposit. In the western part of the HL Claims, there is a northwest 
trending contact between quartzite dominated outcrops to the east and an area of mixed quartzite, 
phyllite and limestone to the west. The quartzite units host local gossan and quartz veining associated 
with faults which were observed mostly in the western half of the claims. Sulphide mineralization is 
sparse but several rock samples returned anomalous As and Au values. A moderate to strong As in soil 
anomaly exists in the central part of the HL Claims. 

e The auger sampling program on the VER Claims identified an area of moderate to strongly anomalous 
As, Cu and spotty Au in soil values in the southwest part of the mey area. However, the auger did 
not consistently reach the overburden-bedrock int* for sampling as intended. Large areas of hard- 
pan clay proved to be impenetrable for the back-pack style equipment used for the mey. 

Additional follow-up work is recommended to investigate the mineralization and alteration seen in 
outcrop and define the source of the anomalous soils on the HL Claims. 

Ground geophysics is recommended to try to iden* mineralized, structures, likely coincident with 
low magnetic trends, on the VER Claims south of the Hyland Gold Deposit. Trenching and deep 
diamond drilling (at least 150 metres in angled holes) should be done to test any structures identified in 
proximity to geochemical anomalies. 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 Geography, Physiography and Access 

The Hyland property is centred about 68 kilometres northeast of Watson Lake, Yukon Tenitory 
F~gure 1). The property is within mineral claim sheets 95DlO5 and 95Dl12 and is centred at latitude 
60" 30'00" N, longitude 127" 53'00" W. The property was accessed by helicopter directly h m  Watson 
Lake. 





The Hyland property lies between 910 and 1,805 metres above sea level with moderate to gentle 
slopes. Treeline is at approxhately 1,375 metres above sea level. Generally open pine forest covers the 
property below treeline. Locally thick patches of willow and alder are present along creeks. Above 
treeline the property is open with grassy slopes and unvegetated rocky areas. 

2.2 Property Description 

The Hyland property consists of 500 contiguous mineral claims, the VEX 1-262, CJ 1-154 and the HL 
1-84 claims. The claims are shown on Figure 2 and are tabulated below. The expiry dates shown are 
those in effect prior to the current exploration work being applied as assessment. 

YB4903 1-YB49292 estmin Resources Limited 

Westmin Resources L i t e d  I 
Westmin Resources Limited 

The 1996 exploration program was operated by Westmin Resources Limited. 

2 3  Exploration History 

The region surrounding the Hyland property has been intermittently explored for placer gold and base 
metals since 1892 when prospectors f?om the Cassiar gold fields reportedly discovered the McMillan 
lead-zinc-silver occurrence (Bremner, 1990). 

Westmin's Hyland Property surrounds mineral claims which host the Hyland Gold Deposit as well as 
the CUZ mineral claims. The history of all of these mineral properties is outlined below. 

In 1954, Liard River Mining Company Ci ted ,  a subsidiary of Asarco, staked mineral claims and 
performed mapping, soil sampling, trenching and an electromagnetic survey. They drilled a total of 
about 366 metres in four diamond drill holes east of Pynte Creek 

In 1973, the Hyland Joint Venture was formed, made up by Marietta Resources International Limited, 
Mitsubishi Metal Corporation and L.T. Hanis Clay. This joint venture restaked the Hyland property 





area. Subsequent work included detailed geochemical sampling, geological mapping, gravity surveying 
and four diamond drill holes totalling 303 metres. Galena was found in widely scattered veinlets on the 
western side of the property (Siclair et al, 1976). 

Archer, Cathro and Associates L i t e d  staked the CUZ mineral claims in 1982, to add onto an area 
staked during 1981. They did geochemical sampling, geological mapping and prospecting. An area of 
anomalous gold concentrations in soil was found (Archer, Cathro and Associates L i t e d ,  1982). 

Kidd Creek Mines Limited performed detailed geological mapping, geochemical sampling and 
geophysical surveys on the CUZ claims in 1985. One grab sample of talus assayed 9 g/t gold (Prior and 
von Fersen, 1985). 

A new Hyland Joint Venture consortium formed by Silverquest Resources Ltd., NDU Resources Ltd. 
and Adrian Resources Ltd. did bulldozer trenching, soil sampling, road building and drilled four holes 
totalling 376 metres at the Hyland occurrence in 1987. 

A winter road was constructed northward along the Coal River valley to provide access to the Porker 
claims fiom the Alaska Highway in 1990. This winter road passes through the eastern side of the 
present Hyland property. Forty-one reverse circulation percussion drill holes totalling more than 3,800 
metres were completed (Bremner and OueUette, 1990). The Hyland occurrence was reported to have a 
potenfial geological reserve of 6.75 million tomes grading 2 g/t gold. 

Also during 1990 Noranda Exploration Ltd. apparently did bulldozer trenching and geochemical 
sampling in the Pyrite Creek area. 

Westmin Resources Limited staked the VQZ 1-262 mineral claims to cover prospective ground 
surrounding the Hyland occurrence in 1994. An airborne geophysical survey of 542 linekilometres 
was flown over the property area. Detailed geochemical sampling and geological mapping were done 
over the area south of the Hyland occurrence (Tucker and Paw& 1995). Detailed geological 
mapping and sampling were al& done along Pyrite creek in the northwekern of the 
CJ 1-154 mineral claims were staked in September 1994 to add onto the existing VER claims. In 1995, 
fill-in soil sampling was done south of the Hyland Gold Deposit (Pawliuk, 1996). The HL 1-84 Claims 
were added north of Quartz Lake in March, 1996. 

Hemlo Gold Mines Inc. did geological mapping and sampling at the Hyland occurrence in May and 
June, 1995. They also reportedly performed diamond drilling to the west of the Hyland occurrence in 
1995 and 19%. 

2.4 Summary of the 1996 Program 

The 1996 exploration program consisted of an evaluation of the HL Mineral Claims, as well as, an 
auger soil sampling survey on the VER Claims. The evaluation of the HL Claims consisted of 2.67 
maddays geological mapping and rock sampling combiied with 5.33 maddays soil sampling. The 
mapping was done at a scale of 1:20,000, covering the high ground of the claims. The soil samples 



were done at 150 metre intervals along lines established by the staking of the claims. In all, 14 rock 
samples and 90 soil samples were collected on this part of the Hyland Property. 

The auger soil sampling survey on the VER Claims was located immediately south of the Hyland Gold 
Deposit. The survey was intended to obtain samples consistently representative of the bedrock in an 
area of variable overburden thickness. One madday of geological mappii was done in the area of the 
survey to provide more detailed back-up to the auger soil survey results. Five crew days (two man 
crew plus power auger) were required to cover 7.7 line kilometres, collecting samples at 100 metre 
intervals for a total of 82 samples, including two duplicate samples. 

3.0 GEOLOGY 

3.1 Regional Geology 

The Hyland property lies within a belt of Late Proterozoic and Early Cambrian rocks of the Hyland 
Group (Gabrielse and Blusson, 1969). Supracrustal rocks in the region are characterized by low- to 
medium-grade metamorphic mineral assemblages; the phyilites contain abundant sericite. Bedrock is 
covered by locally extensive, unconsolidated glacial and glaclo-alluvial deposits. Glacial movement 
within the area was fiom northwest to southeast (Gabrielse and Blusson, 1969). 

Gabrielse and Blusson (1969, p. 5) described the rocks near Quartz Lake as follows: 

An interberEded awmblage of thin-bedded to m a s k ,  in pmf graphitic, M d  
limestone; gray, brown, green, yellow and buff calcareous argillite; silv argillites and 
fine-grained quarizite. W of Quartz Lake a prominent limestone member, more fhrm 
200 feet thick has been sirongly marbkized The siratigraphic assignment of the 
rocks near Qua& Lake is uncertain and they may be in@ h e r  Cambrian 

Supmcrustal rocks of the Hyland Group host the Hyland gold occurrence @remner and Ouellette, 
1990). 

3.2 Property Geology 

The Hyland Property is underlain by Late Proterozoic to Cambrian Hyland Group rocks (Figure 3). 
These rocks have been subjected to low grade regional metamorphism. Most of the property is overlain - - .  
by unconsolidated glacial-& glacio-a~uvial deposits, result& in less than 20 per cent bedrock 
exposure. This has hampered mapping of the property. 

Geological mapping in 1996 was concentrated on the HL Claims to the north of Quartz (Hulse) Lake. 
Only one day was spent examinhg outcrops on the VER Claims in conjunction with the auger soil 
samphg program. Previous mapping identiiied seven lithologic units on the VER Claims, south of 
Quartz Lake (Tucker and Pawlruk, 1995). These units are: 

1. thin bedded tan phyliite. 



2. light to dark green argillite. 
3. massive micritic grey limestone, isoclinally folded. 
4. black mudstone,% coarser interbeds (&stone?) 
5. medium to coarse grained sandstone, resistant. 
6. thin phyllite horizon. 
7. coarse grained quartzite& resistant. 

The units g e d y  range !?om a 1-2 metres to tens of metres in true thickness. Locally, interbeds of all 
units can be found in the others making correlations diEcult. 

S i  rocks have been mapped on the HL Claims. However, due to lack of contirmity of outcrop 
between the mapped areas, correlations with the units on the VER Claims have not been attempted. 

Rock exposures in the eastern thresquarters of the HL Claims are dominated by quartzite units with 
minor phyllite interbeds (Figure 3). Phyllite layers are less common to the east. The quartzites are 
brown to grey to green in colour, characterized by quartz grains in a micamus (sericitic) matrix. 
PhyIlitic interbeds are similarly coloured and generally occur as thin layers. The quartzites are weakly 
gossanous locally with quartz veining common in patches. Pyrite occurs locally as cubic porphyroblasts 
in relatively unaltered rocks. 

The western quarter of the HL Claims is characterized by interbedded limestone, phyllite and quartzite. 
The phyllite and quartzite are similar to the units in the eastern part of the property. The limestone is 
grey or brown weathering, grey to black on h s h  surfaces, and recrystallized. S i  limestone was 
noted in one locality in the southwest part of the HL Claims. The limestone is well bedded and minor 
folds are commonly apparent. No fossils were noted. 

On the VER Claims, geology was mapped east of 5OOOE on L i e  3300s in conjunction with the auger 
soil sampling. Very little outcrop was observed. Angular float and rock chips &om the auger holes 
indicated that the area is predominantly underlain by phyllitic quartzite, limestone, and phyllite. A grit 
unit with coarse quartz and clay-altered clasts was noted near the east end of the line. 

3 3  Structure 

Typically, the rocks on the property strike north to northwesterly and dip moderately to the northeast. 
A northerly-trending, broad antiform has been mapped in the vicinity of the Hyland deposit. It appears 
to plunge to both the north and to the south. The mineralization at the Hyland deposit is apparently 
confined to quartzites with interbedded phyllites underlying limestone, within the core of the antiform 

On the HL Claims, the rock units generally strike northwest-southeast and dip to the northeast between 
10" and 60". There is an apparent reversal of dips in the southwest area of the claims. On either side of 
a northwest-southeast striking gulley (faut?) dips within limestone change &om a moderate 
northeasterly to a moderate southwesterly direction. This dip direction is consistent for several hundred 
metres southwest of the gulley. 



Faults at several orientations have been mapped on the property. Several thrust faults have been 
mapped in the area (Tucker and Pawliuk, 1995). Detailed mapping on the VER grid has identified 
several east-west, sub-vertical, right-lateral faults with apparent displacements up to 550 metres. 

Several faults have been mapped on the HL Claims although they are not well exp[osed in outcrop. 
Faults are generally manifested as narrow gullies or linears with associated off-sets in the local geology. 
There is evidence of several northwest-southeast trending faults crossing the ridge in the western part 
of the property. Generally, they range from 120° to 150' strike. Right lateral off-set is the most 
common sense of displacement. 

A fault has been projected through the pass between the ridges in the west and east parts of the HL 
Claims. This north-south feature seems to connect with a series of faults which control mineralization 
at the Hyland Gold Deposit. 

3.4 Mineralization 

Minerahtion on the HL Claims is quite sparse. Pyrite has been observed in a few localities, generally 
associated with gossanous weathering in quartzite. Several of these localities are near the peak in the 
western part of the claims where there appears to be sili&cation of the quartzite units with local quartz 
veining. Vuggy veins are common. Most primaty sulphides have been weathered out of the rock but 
there is commonly a strong limonite component in hctures, veins and boxwork Much of this altered 
material is associated with a possible fault in the saddle immediately east of the peak. Also, gossan is 
particularly well developed in proximity to quartzite-limestone contacts. A sample of gossanous 
quartzite with abundant quartz veining returned 332 ppm As, 136 ppm Bi and 10 ppb Au. Other 
samples in this area were anomalous in As (up to 290 ppm). 

A narrow dyke or alteration zone(?) in limestone was found just south of the peak in the west part of 
the claims. This zone clearly cross-cuts the bedding in the limestone and consists of banded, biotite(?) 
altered rock with coarse calcite filling cavities in the rock Brecciation and quartz veining occurs at the 
margin of the zone. The zone is roughly parallel to several of the inferred faults which cross the ridge. 
A 3 metre chip sample across this zone returned 45 ppb Au. 

Other than limonite associated with rock chips in some of the auger samples, there was no significant 
mineralization observed in the course of mapping on the VER Claims in 19%. 

4.0 GEOCHEMLCAL SURVEY 

4.1 Scope of Sampling 

Soil sampling was done on wide spaced lines on the HL Claims to give a preliminary indication of the 
potential for gold mineralization. The soils were taken at 150 metre spacings along the lines run for the 
claims. A total of 90 samples of B-horizon material were obtained covering approximately 13 line 
kilometres. A large portion of the south half of the HL Claims were not sampled due the presence of 
glacio-fluvial terraces below about 1100 metres elevation (Figure 3). 



A portable power auger was used to sample soils in an area on the VER Claims immediately south of 
the Hyland Gold deposit. This area produced sporadic anomalous Au and As values in soil sampling 
done in 1994 (Tucker and Pawliuk, 1995). The samples were taken on four lines spaced 400 metres 
apart with samples every 100 metres along the lines. The auger sampling was intended to provide a 
more homogeneous sample medium throughout the m e y  are4 namely C-horizon material at the base 
of glacio-fluvial and till overburden. When bedrock was not reached, samples of overburden material 
h m  the bottom of the auger hole were taken. A sample summary can be found in Appendix D. 

4.2 Results 

Several areas of the Hyland property have anomalous soil geochemistry. Results of the 1996 soil 
sampling are shown on Figures 4 to 6. Boundaries used for the class ranges shown on all geochemical 
maps were approximately the 50th, 85th and 95th percentile. Class ranges were determined separately 
for the samples h m  the HL Claims and the VER Claims because of the different sampling technique 
and soil horizon 

The results fiom the HL Claims show a strong As anomaly in the central part of the claim group. A 
string of ten samples with values greater than the 85" percentile occur east of the peak in the west half 
of the claims. The As values range flom 12 to 150 ppm. Only one sample was anomalous in Au (30 
ppb) located near the centre of the string. The anomaly ends where sampling was stopped at the edge 
of the glacio-fluvial termce. A minor As-Au anomaly occurs in a similar location on the next line to the 
south. 

Another small anomaly occurs at the east end of the sample line, on the northeast side of the peak in 
the east half of the property. Here two samples return anomalous As (12 to 16 ppm) and one retumed 
60 ppb Au, the highest gold value on the HL Claims. 

The auger sampling survey shows a moderate to strong As anomaly in the southeast part of the survey 
area. This anomaly is associated with anomalous Cu values as well. Arsenic values range h m  50 to 
344 ppm near the east end of Line 3700s with copper values up to 162 ppm (95' p e r d e  = 80 
ppm) Gold is generally spotty in this area but the highest values are defiritely associated with higher 
arsenic values. Values range up to 45 ppb Au. Sample descriptions indicate that the better As-Au 
geochemistry is related to Feoxides in the soil and limonitic rock chips. 

The generally poor values in the western part of the survey area are in part due to the inabiity of the 
auger to penetrate hard pan clay which was encountered in that area Overall, the auger sampler was 
not really p o w d  enough to do a complete job in the survey area. The penetration depths ranged up 
to 2.75 metres which was about the maximum possible in good conditions. Normally progress was 
halted at shallower depths, commonly not allowing a sample at the bedrock interface as intended. 



5.0 CONCLUSIONS 

Anomalous concentrations of arsenic and gold occur in auger soil samples fiom the VER Claims grid 
area in the east-central part of the Hvland urouertv. These anomalies mav be indicative of an extension 
of the steep north-so& structures tlk cokroi mkeralization at the ~ y l k d  Gold Deposit. 

Mapping north of Quartz Lake has shown similar rocks to those in the vicinity of the Hyland Gold 
Deposit. Gossanous qmtzites, with interbedded phyIlites are in contact with limestone units in the 
western part of the HL Claims. Quartz veining is common in the quartzites, particularly in proximity to 
the faults which cross the ridge in this area. 

A major topographic break occurs near the centre of the HL Claims, likely representing the trace of a 
major(?) fault. This inferred faut trends directly north fiom the Hyland Gold deposit, where 
mineralization is controlled by north-south structures. Although the inferred fault is not exposed on the 
HL Claims, several faults, possibly splay faults, cut across the ridge in the western part of the claims. 
These faults do have minor mineralization associated with them as seen in rock and soil sam~les h m  
the area just east of the peak in the west half of the claims. A string of anomalous soil sample$ extends 
east from the peak to the edge of the glacio-fluvial terrace which covers the trace of the inferred north- - - 
south fault. 

a 6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Additional mappiig and grid soil sampling should be done on the HL Claims to follow-up and further 
define the anomalies generated in the first pass work done in 19%. At that mint. the mtential for an 
extension of the ~ $ n d  Gold Deposit mineralization, or a similar separate d&si< should be re- 
evaluated. 

The nature of the mineralization at the Hyland deposit sugpests the target of exploration on the VER 
Claims should be sub-vertical structures cutting through a competent (quartzite) host in relative 
proximity to a chemically reactive rock, such as limestone. Spotty geochemical results, both in soils and 
rocks, suggest the possibidty of mineralization south of the Hyland Gold Deposit on the VER Claims, 
although a dehitive bedrock source has not been identified. Earlier geophysical work (Tucker and 
Pawliuk, 1995) suggests that there is a low magnetic signature associated with the mineralization in this 
area Detailed ground magnetic and VLF-EM survevs should be done to min a better idea of the trend 
of minemlizedemlizedmctures &rough the VER ~laims.-~renchin~ may be for any obvious near 
surface anomalies, but diamond drilling will likely be necessary to test the un-oxidized wrtions of amr 
mineralized zones. DriU holes should be allowed to penetrate 2 least 150 metres to test for the sulphide 
mineralization The holes should be angled to cross Eivourable steeply dippiig structures and as well, 
relatively &it -lying stratigraphy. 
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Statement of Qualif~cations 

I, Murray I. Jones, of the City of Surrey, in the Province of British Columbia, hereby cemfy that: 

1. I am registered as a professional geoscientist with the Association of Professional 
Engineers and Geoscientists of the Province of British Columbia (registration #20063), 
residing at 8606 - 144A Street, Surrey, British Columbia, V3S 2Y2 with a business 
address at #904 - 1055 Dunsmuir Street, P.O. Box 49066, The Bentall Centre, 
Vancower, British Columbia, V7X 1C4. 

2. I graduated with a B.Sc. (Honours) in Geology h m  the University of British 
Columbia, Vancouver, B.C. in 1982 and with a M.Sc. in Geology from the University 
of Ottawa, Ottawa, OntaCio in 1992. 

3. I have practised geology in Canada from 1979 to 1996. 

4. I performed and supervised the work which is described in this report. 

DATED this +& day of La 1997 at Vancouver, British 
C 0 l d i .  

Project ~eologist 
W& Resources L i t e d  
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Place Vanier Residence (UBC) 
Box 321, 1935 Lower Mall 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6T 1x1 

Murray Jones 
8606 144A St. 
Swrey, B.C. 
v 3 s  2Y2 

James Snell 
917 Douglas St. 
Kamloops, B.C. 
V2C 3C8 

Mark Prins, Inanda Placer Ltd. 
19 - 3350 Thomas St. 
Fairbanks, Ak. 
99709 

Soil Sampler 

Project Geologist 

Geological Assistant, Sampler 

Contractor 
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APPENDIX C 

STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES 
(VER 1-262, CJ 1-154 MINERAL CLAIMS) 

CANADA - In the matter of geological and geochemical assessment work fled on the VER 1-262, 
CJ 1-154and HL 1-84 mineral claims: 

I, Murray I. Jones, agent for Westmin Resources Limited, #904 - 1055 Dunsmuir Street, Vancouver, 
British Columbii do solemnly declare that a program consisting of geological mapping, soil sampling 
and auger soil sampling was canied out on the VER 1-262, CJ 1-154 and HL 1-84 Mineral Claims 
during the period July 21 to Aug 1, 1996. 

The expenses to follow on the next few pages were incurred during the wurse of this work and in the 
compilation and reporting of the results. 

I make this solemn declaration wnscientiously believing it to be true and knowing that it is of the same 
force and effect as if made under oath q d  by-virtue of the Canada Evidence Act. 

DATED this Yfi day of ,1997 at Vancouver in Ur Province of 
British Columbia. 

Murray I. Jones, M.Sc., P.Geo 
Project Geologist 
Wemnin Resources Limited 
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GEOCHEMICAL SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS 



ROCK SAMPLE DESCRIPTIONS 

float grab, brown weathering quartzite, weak gossan, quartz veining, subcrop. 
grab, quartzite, sericitic matrix, weak goethite, minor quartz veining. 
grab, phyllitic quartzite, quartz veining common, strongly foliated, gossan on fractures. 
grab, interbedded quartzitephyllite, weak gossan. 
grab, quartzite, phyllitic, gossanous with limonitic boxwork, abundant quartz veining. 
float, subcrop, quartzite or quartz grit with clay altered clasts, well silicified locally, 

quartz veining common, gossan mostly boxwork after sulphides. 
grab, phyllitic quartzite, carbonate in mattix(?), strongly and deeply weathered rock, 

gossanous. 
grab, phyllitic quartzite, weakly gossanous, with gossanous and vuggy quartz veinlets 

throughout. 
grab, quartzite, minor sericite in matrix, weak goethite in matrix. 
grab, limestone, dolomitic, gossanous weathering, quartz stockwork. 
grab, phyllitic quartzite, goethite and jarosite on fractures, silvery mineral - Mn stain?, 

clay altered grains in quartzite. 
3.0 m chip, dark grey, banded dyke or altered zone, cross-cuts bedding in limestone, 

biotite alteration?, quartz-calcite stockwork, brecciated near margin of zone. 
grab, dark grey quartzite, weak silicification, 1-2% limonite flecks in groundmass. 
grab, quartzite, gossanous weathering, slickenslides in outcrop -faulting? 
grab, brown weathering quartzite, with abundant quartz veinlets, weakly gossanous. 
grab, interbedded phyllite and quartzite, sericitic, weak gossan, quartz veining 

common. 



AUGER SOIL SAMPLE DATA 



LIM QT 
QT 
F'HY 
SHL 
LS 
QTZ PHY 

BR 
BOL 
LIM 
EOL 
VN 
FEOX 

Abbreviations 

limyquartzite 
quartzite 
phyllite 
shale 
limestone 
@tic phyllite 

bedrock 
boulders 
limy 
end of line 
vein 
iron oxides 
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ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
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